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BOD bans porno
I

By YVON BARBER
Editor

film series is to offer a wellrounded selection - to offer
something for every student. But
not every student has to see every
film."
Harney denied the censorhip
allegation.
"Any individual can bring in
what they want." But, he said,
"The ASC money should be spent
for the benefit of aU students."

in scheduling the SUB Theatre for
the date of the canceled ASC film.
After almost an hour of discussion, the BOD r.uled that Page's
action in schedu ~ling the \theatre
for personal use did not conflict
with his job as ASC films coordinator.

Pornography will no longer be a
part of the ASC-sponsored film
series.
During the April 8 meeting of
the student Board of Directors, a
motion was made to no longer
sponsor X-rated films, to rescind
In response to the BOD decision
the decision the BOD made last
not to sponsor X-rated films, a
quarter to develop a criteria for
petition is being circulated pyrating films, and to cancel the
Following the meeting Page Page and others which calls for a
film "Deep Throat", which was
said he will sponsor the movie student vote on the issue. In order
scheduled April 22, as part of the
scheduled for this quarter, "Deep to put the issue on the ballot, 10
series.
Throat," on his own, independent percent of the student body (apThe motion was carried, 3-2.
of ASC.
proximately 600 students) must
BOD chairman Jay Hileman and
"It should be the student's sign the petition.
member Jack Day voted against
choice - not what I want, not
Page said he will also ask the
it.
what the individual board BOD to call for the ballot in its
BOD member Bev Sager, who
members want, but what the April 15 meeting. "I think the
introduced the motion, cited the
students want," Page said.
board should take the responsibilimissions and roles of the universiA special session was called ty to put something like that on the
ty as the primary reason for the
Tuesday to review Page'~ action ballot."
measure.
"It (pornography) doesn't fit in
the university roles."
She referred to the first and
sixth paragraphs of that code
which state in_ part: "the University serves as a cultural center for
citizens of the state, particularly
those residing in the central porcloser to $1.14 million.
tion," and "the prime function is
"The problem is this," accoracademic ... all other areas of the
ding to President Donald Garrity,
university organization comple-"the budget bill starts off with a
ment that function."
·cut of 2 percent," which translates
ASC Films coordinator Jack
'to roughly $977 ,000.
Page disagreed.
But that's only if Spellman
"Entertainment is not educavetoes bill 784, which would protion. The majority of activities
vide for tuition increases and
sponsored by the ASC don't fall inothe~ methods of raising revenue
to that description,'' he said.
rather than cutting the budget.
"The students have a right to
"If he' signs 784, the cuts go
see or not see the movies. I feel
JACK PAGE
Photo by Tim Patrick
down," Garrity said.
" . . . It should be the student's choice - not what I want, not what the it's your responsibility to allow
The $600,000 difference between
individual board members want, but what the students want."
that," he told the board.
the highest and lowest possible
Former BOD member Chuck
By MELISSA YOUNG
figures stems from House bill 124,
Sorweide accused the board of
Managing Editor
the "early retirement bill." It
"making moral judgements for
states that only one of every two
students. I don't think the board
Central's administrators have
positions vacated can be filled.
has that right.''
been holding their breath since
"The compromise budget bill
Pat Harney, newly-elected vice- _
Saturday, when the legislature's
assumes $30 million will be realizStudents won't find cotton canthrough the door of the ballroom chairman of the BOD, agreed with
special session adjourne5f. __ . .
ed from 124," Garrity said. "If
dy or roller coasters at the Job
and of those, 10 to 15 found jobs Sager.
Now all they have to do is wait
that is held to be realizeq, the dif"We are the voice of the
Fair traveling through the SUB
with firms participating in the
for Gov. John Spellman to sign ference could be $600,000."
ballroom next Tuesday and
fair, according to Director of students," he said. "We represent
or not to sign - some of the bills
CWU officials don't expect the
Wednesday.
Career Planning and Placement them to the best of our ability
passed.
final figures to come in from
under the structures in which we
At this fair the rides are
Dean Owens. ·
Now all they have to do is wait
Olympia until the end of the week.
employers and the cotton candy,
He encourages students to bring are placed.''
to
see if Central' s cut will be less
"If I were the governor, I'd be tak"I think it's censorship," Page
well, let's leave that to the carresumes to off er firms the student
ing my time," -G arrity said.
than $400,000 - or if it will be
said. "The philosophy -of the ASC
nival.
is interested. in workin for.
Contestants throw baseballs at
bottles for the prize at most fairs,
but at this fair, the prize will be information on career opportunities
in. the 80's and "invaluable" contacts with potential employers.
Major employers from all over
the country will fill the ballroom
to the brim. Personnel representatives from industry giants like
Citicorp and Boeing will be there
both days from noon-to 4: 30 p.m.
Tuesday, and from 9 a.m. to 1: 30
p.m. Wednesday.
In all, representatives from 43
different companies will be at the
fair to answer questions about
career opportunities, internships,
and necessary training for entry
level positions with their companies.
The fair is geared toward
freshman and sophomores who
haven't yet decided .on a major,
.but juniors and seniors finishing
majors can build contacts with
employers, too.
Senior Kathi Bird helps with the annual spring cleanup on campus.
Last year, 700 students hustled

Central's budget still
up in the air for now

'rhere's no cotton candy
at Central's 1982 Job Fair ·

Sprucing up for spring

2-
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Student jobs
By MARCI FLOYD
Of the Campus Crier

Each year, nearly 1,600 students
use the services of the student
employment office in Barge Hall
205. Most of those students work
part-time.
"This office is a primary
resource for part-time student
employment," according to Carol
Drinkwater, student employment
coordinator.
"Jobs come and go at a much
quicker rate, students just aren't
as selective as in previous years,''
Drinkwater said. "In on-campus
employment, such as the dining
hall, there is not as high a turnover in staff as there has been."
To apply for part-time employment, Drinkwater suggests that
interested students check with the
bulletin board outside the office
regularly.
"Because these jobs are called
in when they are needed and they
are on a first-come-first-served
basis, it would be to the student's
benefit to check the board daily.
If a student sees a: job that interests him, he should jot down
the number on the card and ask

about it inside the office. The office will give further information
about the position and a referral
form so the student can contact
the prospective employer in person.
The student employment office
will be open during the sununer.
Application for the summer program will be available April 15
and the return deadline is April 28.
There will be two options open to
students: federal work-study and
a national direct student loan.
Students in these programs
must be enrolled full-time and
they will be limited to a maxiffium
of 19 working hours per week.
They also must be returning to
school next year and have had
prior financial aid assistance.
The work-study program is
open to those who qualify for
financial aid. Twenty percent of
the salary is paid for by the
department who hires the student
and the remaining 80 percent is
paid by the federal/state government.
Each quarter, forms are made
available to the different departments on campus and the depart-

Making money grow
Becoming a millionaire isn't
that difficult - all it takes is some
sound investment.
"Making Money Grow" will be
the focus of the second lecture in a
three-part money management
series sponsored by the Center for
Women's Studies.
Thursday, April 15, Dr. Larry
Danton, dean of the CWU school of
business administration and
economics, will discuss some of
the basic principles involved in
sensible saving and investment.
The 7 p.m. lecture, at Grupe
Center on campus, is open to the
public without charge.
"Saving has to be planning,"
Danton explained, emphasizing
the importance of a budget. "You
save what is left over, and there
has to be something to save."
The amount of money to be saved is up to the individual and his
lifestyle, and so is the manner in
which it is saved, Danton added.
"It depends upon what your
goals are," Danton said.
Regardless of the goals involved, there are three elements to
keep in mind, he said: safety, rate
of return and liquidity (how quickly the money can be drawn out for
use.)
Some stocks and bonds, for ex-

ample, would offer a high rate of
return and would be easy to convert into cash, but feature little
financial protection.
"The possibility for making
money (with stocks) is substantially higher, but you could also
get wiped out and end up with
zero," Danton said. "For most
people, playing it conservatively
works best. It doesn't pay to be
greedy.''
Playing it conservatively
means the standard bank savings
account with a passbook rate of
5-6 percent, Danton said. "Even
though passbook saving doesn't
pay much money, for certain
kinds of situations it's still the
best."
Danton recommended a
passbook account worth two to six
month's salary as an emergency
fund. Investors should set up this
emergency fund before they look
to any other forms of savings, he
said.
For the investor interested in a
greater return on his money and
willing to put up with a slight risk,
Danton offered the money market
certificates as an option.
With interest rates currently
hovering in the teens, the certificate would provide a substan-

There's still a chanc.e for summer
employment, de~pite federal cuts

ments in turn submit any workstudy openings they have.
If those positions aren't filled as
needed; then they are opened to
any qualified student.
According to the Employment
and Security Office, Ellensburg
has a recorded current un_employment rate of 16 percent. The national unemployment rate is close
to 9 percent.
CETA, or the Comprehensive
Employment and Training Act is
another place for students to look
for employment. CETA provides
on-the-job training, job retention
and advancement skills.
"Our job placement rate is doing very well," according to Dana
Partlow,
satellite
office

manager/case worker and the
For those 22 and over,t'here is
CETA Youth Services Center.
another CETA facility located in
"People are becoming very the Employment and Security
serious about their jobs - ;f they building, across from Bi-Mart. Its
have gotten a hold o~ one, they are phone number is 925-6166. Acgoing to keep _it," she said.
coding to Partlow, the two pro- ·
All jobs through CETA pay grams are basically the same.
minimum wage.
"There has been an increase of
· To qualify for the youth ser- 150 percent in the number of peovices, applicants must be 16 to 21 ple that come through this office
years old and fall within the re- looking for jobs," she said. "Unquired low-income guidelines.
fortunately, there has been a cutThis program is especially good , back in CETA of 77 percent this
for youths who are independent year.''
from their families and/or are
She went on to say that last
putting themselves through year, there werelfive employees in
the office; now there is only one.
school.
· For information in the CETA
CETA is now taking applicaprogram call 925-3129 or go to the tions for the upcoming summer
office at 709 S. Maµt.
program.

Cramer pleads guilty
Fonner Central student Patrick
Henry Cramer of Federal Way
pleaded guilty to first degree
manslaughter in Kittitas County
Superior Court March 29 in the
shooting death of Jay Raymond
Latham last January.
Latham died in Yakima Valley
Memorial Hospital more than
three hours after he was shot in
the head with a .45 caliber Remington automatic pistol Jan. 9 ma
Student Village apartment.
Cramer and Latham were both
tial improvement over the standard passbook rate.
The money, however, is not insured, but dependent upon the
strength of the bank backing it.
"The main danger would be if the
bank were to default-which is not
likely. But it could happen."
A long-term savings option now
enjoying popularity is the IR~ account, Danton said. If the current
12 percent interest rates hold, the
regular investor could find
himself a millionaire after 35
years .
The final discussion in the CWU
money mangement series,
"Establishing Credit," is scheduled for Thursday, April 22 at the
Grupe Conference Center.
Jeanette Geoghagen, vice president of Ellensburg's First Interstate Bank, will be the featured
speaker.

CWU juniors at the time of the
shooting.
Cramer could face a sentence of
up to 10 years, a fine of up to
$10,000, or both for the shooting,
according to Kittitas County Prosecutor Joseph Panatonni.
But, Panatonni said, it's "not

very likely (that Cramer will
receive that penalty) . . . to the
best of our knowledge, he has no
previous criminal convictions.''
Cramer had originally pleaded
not guilty to the charge.
Sentencing in the case has not
been set.
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Bank to install 'autQ' teller. Crisis line to offer volunteer training
By JEFF WEHMER
Of the Campus Crier

This swnmer if you drive into
the college branch of the First Interstate Bank, that friendly teller
you've always flirted with will be
replaced by a machine.
First Interstate has announced
its college branch, on Eighth
Avenue across the street from
Lind Hall, will be completely
automated after spring quarter
has ended.
''This changeover is for the
benefit of otir customers," said
Jim Daly, manager of the
downtown Ellensburg branch.
"Our smaller banks cannot
operate as well as some of the
larger ones, so adaptations must
be made to improve SeJ:"Vice."
Daly cites cost efficiency as the
main reason behind the transition.
"Through automation, we can
serve the public 24 hours a day,
seven days a week. No other bank
around can offer such service."
Daly also said he didn't believe
the new automated system would
hurt customer relations once bank
members become familiar with it. ·
"Customers will be able to do
deposits and withdrawals for both

checking and savings accounts,"
he said. Loan payments, account
· transfers and credit card transations can all be handled by the
mechanical banking system."
Once the system is m place, it
will be "business as usual," Daly
insisted.
The First Interstate head office
has not announced when the
automated . bank teller machines
will be in service, but bank officials have decided to postpone
the changeover until spring
quarter is over.
"Since the majority of our
customers are college students,
we figured the transition period
would go smoother when many
students have gone home for the
swnmer,'' Daly explain~d.
He also commented that some
major remodeling must be completed at the college branch site
before the automated teller are
ready for public use.
Daly claims automated equipment is "the way of the futu.re"
and forsees other banks following
First Interstate's footsteps.
"Automation helps us save time
and money. This allows us to pass
the savings along to our
customers."

Crisis Line, this community's
telephone counseling and referr~l
service, will be conducting a
volunteer training ·program during the weekend of April 23-25.
"If you've ever thought to
yourself, 'Someday I'll get involved and do Crisis Line work', now is
the time," according to the director, Jacquelyn Galbraith.

"Crisis Line needs volunteers,
but in order to do work on the line
one must participate in the training classes .,which are offered only
twice a year."
Training sessions will be in the
main floor lounge of the Language
and Literature Building. All those
who are interested may get information at the pre-training interview and registration meeting
Wednesday, April 21 at 7 p.m. in
Room 107 of the Morris Sorenson

and mental neann outreach. Com
munity resources will be reviewed
so that each volunteer can make
the appropriate referrals as well
as do crisis intervention.
Crisis Line needs committed,
long-term volunteers who will be
willing to work fQr a full year. According to Galbraith, there is a
need at this time to enroll both
community and university
volunteers who can work
throughout the summer months.
All ·volunteers must be at least
18 years old and have a genuine interest in helping others. No other
professional qualifications are required.
Those interested in doing Crisi_s
. Line work, or who want more information, call G_a lbraith at
925-2166 mornings, or 925-4168
before the April 21 interview
l
meeting.

E-burg peace rally scheduled next week

He saw the country through the
Great Depression and carried it
out of the Big War. Although
political views on Franklin Delano
•Perfectly typed and Justifi.e d Original
"Roosevelt, the country's 32nd
. • 50 Printed Resumes (one page .BY2x fl)
president, · may differ; few will
• 25 Matching Second Sheets .
disagree . that he ·effected an inaelible impact on the u .s.
• 26 Matching Envelopes
. In honor of the lOOth anniversary of Roosevelt's birth, Central
Imprinted on your choice of I0fine parchment or laid fi_nish paper
· will present a one-day conference,
in a variety of colors or white. ·
April 21, on the late statesman and
! author of the New Deal. The free
Extra charges for consulting & design work, ad.diti~nal pages,
,·conference is co-sposored by Phi
special papers or type styles, colored ink other·than black.
Kappa ·Phi history honorary and
the Douglas Honors College.
· Featured speaker at tl)e conSa~ples of formats, styles and lo.t s of good ide'1s ar~on display.
fererice win be Dr. Frank Freidel,
Stop by and see us now it you are loo,king for ajobt)r soon will be.
BUllitt. professor of ·:·Am.erican
· How_ you are represented is i~P.ortari~: . ·
.. . '
history at the ·university of
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~m.~~~~~~m~i Washington. At the 3 p.in. lecture

· winegar's

Building at 507 Nanum in
Ellensburg.
Individual interviews with
Galbraith, as well as distribution
of training materials, will be conducted at this meeting.
Crisis Line is a Mental Healthand United Way-sponsored community service and tts volunteers
man phones 24 hours a day, seven
days a week.
Calls range from requests for
information about other community services to family and
mental problems, peer relationship problems, drug and alcohol
abuse and suicides.
Each volunteer is trained in
skills and crisis intervention to
handle the various types of calls
received.
During training, time will be
devoted to the topics of suicide intervention. theory, alcoholism,

College Hunger/Justice Network
of CWU, the ASC, The Union of
Concerned Educators, and
various local churches.

Phone company
.catches crook

in Hertz Auditorium, Freidel will
present "Franklin D. Roosevelt:
'A Centennial Appraisal.''
Afterwards a series of group
, discussions are scheduled in the
SUR History Professor Larry
Lowther will moderate a discussion on "The New Deal and Social
Welfare" in SUB 208.
Just down the hallway, in SUB
210, economics Professor Hugh
Spall will act as moderator for
''Economic Policy from Keynes to
Laffer."
''F .D.R. and Presidential
Leadership" will be the. focus of
the third group discussion in SUB
214, presided over by political
science 'Professor Robert. D~
Jacobs. All three discussions; will ·
. ...
begin at 4 p.m.
· . A $1~ per person dinner . will
follow at 6:3(}:p;m. in the SUB. din. .
ing hall. The .conference will con. elude with a 7: 30 p.m. panel ·. ·
discussion by Freidel, Lowther,
Spall, Jacobs and the audience, in
Grupe Conference Center.
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'Catch 22' .

Porno or
censorship ~
~

who decides?
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By YVON BARBER
Editor

I don't like pornography, but I
don't like censorship, either. ·
So when the Board of Directors
voted last week not to sponsor
X-rated films with ASC funds, I
examined the decision carefully.
The arguments for both sides of
the issue are feasible. While pornography does not reflect the
goals of higher education, neither
does censorship.
Catch 22.
Or is it? The BOD decision does
not ban pornography from campus or fotbid students from attending such films - it is to no longer
use ASC funds to sponosor those
kinds of movies. Theatre
managers everywhere make the
same kind of decision each week
when they choose which films to
order and which not to.
And the films coordinator and
BOD make the same decision
each quarter when they select the
film package to be ordered for

LETTER POLICY

cwu.

The Campus Crier welcomes letThe deciding factor in that
ters
to the editor. Letters should be
quarterly decision should be what
200
words or less and should be
films will appeal to the majority
typed,
double-spaced.
of students on campus. In the
Please bring letters to the Campast, it probably has been.
pus Crier office, SUB 218, no later
But this year, J)articularly this
quarter, it appears that perhaps
than 5 p.m. Friday for publication in
without knowing it, the BOD has
the next issue.
let its decision become a personal
All letters must be signed and
one. ·
must include a phone number for
And for that reason, I think the
verification.
students should decide whether or
The ed~tor reserves the right to
not pornography should be includedit
any letter for space and' clarity.
ed in the package of films purchased each quarter with ASC
funds.
More national news
To date, the majority of
students has not been polled concerning this issue. In the last BOD
To the Editor:
.election, only 1,100 students voted,
and in a survey taken last quarter
I have looked at and read the
concerning film preference, only
Campus Crier for four quarters
200 students responded.
now. Every time a new issue
. Assuming the 200 were not part
comes out I keep hoping that
of the 1,100, only 1,300 students out
maybe this time there will ·be
of approximately 6,000 have
some information on what kinds of
, ·directly~ or indirectly (through
things are available to students
.;:, ~~Qting f~r the BOD) voiced an opiconcerning major issues, namely
· ··,; Ilion in this issue.
"
world 'hunger and nuclear disar~·..:. · A'caiiljnis-\yide poll iS .tiie best ·... -rnament:· ·
solution in this instance. Let the
'I have seen articles on such
events if they have been sponstudents - · all the students decide~
sored by ASC or else after they
:·~: "~'.';'..·:·
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NEWS EDITOR
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ARTS·AND
ENTERTAINMENT EDITOR.

COPY EDITOR
Denise Huber

Decision challenged
To the .Editor:

This past week, three members
of the BOD, - Bev Sager, Pat

GET MAD and tell them their
decision was wrong, and sign the
petition being circulated that
would mandate a student vote on
the issue.
Let the choice be . ours, not
theirs.
Susan Hannibal
Ellensburg

Education is a
'
social process ...
Education is
growth ...
Education is not
preparation for
life; education
is IHe itself .
-John Dewey ··

,·.
; ·-
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PHOTO EOliTOR

Jeff Le~k .

BUSINESS MANAGER
Joe Stone

CARTOONISTS/ ARTISTS

ADVERTISING MANAGER

Tracy Horton
Don Ferry
Mike McMullin

::r.~'

Alan Anderson

John P. Foster

.

··

Ma'ry Am~sbury
Leigh,Cl\fton
Mott ;{)(Jller

l~

;~,\

. ADVERTISING :PRODUCTION . ,. : : STAFF REPORTERS · ..
. .
- ""
/
Carolyn Lehmann
·
.
..

'" Tim Patrick: ·' ·. '

FACULTY ADVISER
Ted Zurcher

Kristin Nelson
President, CWU
College Hunger Network

"'
t

Lyssa Shaw

SPORTS EDITOR

Harney, and Steve Richardson,
succeeded in banning X-rated
films at Central.
These people urged that X-rated
films do not further any educational purpose and are sexually
demeaning. While that may be,
none of the ASC-sponsored films
further any educational purpose
and a great many PG and R-rated
films are likewise oppressive
toward the female sex.
However, the central issue is
not film content, but film censorship. It is not the place of these individuals to decide what the
students may or may not see using
their moral checklist as a guide; it
should be each individual's decision whether he· or she will attend
a particular film.
The BOD may have the power to
remove that freedom but the
power of the student body to
reinstate that · freedom is
stronger.
Students who are concerned
about maintaining their freedoms
will not quietly accept this blatant, anti-democratic manipulation of their liberties.
Th~. issue is not whether.,you like
. or loath X-_rated films. The issue
is: will you sit idly by while these
three BOD members strip away
your freedoms one by one. ·

have already happened. But there
hasn't been any coverage of
things sponsored by departments
on campus, locally, or even in
Seattle before they happen.
In the last month and a half
there have been conferences,
marches, and ether events every
weekend in the Seattle area. They
have been available to everyone,
but unfortunately only those who
know about them get to go.
If information on current events
in our neighborhood, such as the
preparation for the arrival of the
Ohio nuclear sub, were to be
covered iri the Crier, students
would have more opportunities to
learn and hear speakers that are
experts in their fields.

t

Jim Griffin
Steve Fishburn
Marci Floyd
Poul Henry
Poul Kurpieski
Carolyn Molone
Patti Sondwick
Mork Schmidt
G. Scott Spruill
Tomi Thedens
Jeff Wehmer
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BASEBALL
*Lewis & Clark State College
Judson Baptist College
Lewis & Clark State College
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Sweet leaps way to nationals

The week in sports
April 17, Saturday
April 20, Tuesday
April 22, Thursday

i9S2 _

By
5p.m.
12p.m.
lp.m.

G. SCOTT SPRUILL
of the Campus Crier

J ilmpers will say they like it
mild and calm, distance runners
MEN'S TENNIS
will side with cool and overcast
lOa.m. and sprinters will always take the
*St. Martins College
April 17, Saturday
warm, sunny days. Track weather
seldom caters to all, but most in
WOMEN'S TENNIS
lp.m. the sport conspire to despise the
*Eastern Washington University
April 17, Saturday
2p.m. one dominate element · in
*Yakima Valley College
April 19, Monday
Ellensburg - wind.
CO-ED TRACK
Except maybe Central's Wayne
CWU Invitational Sweet.
April 17, Saturday
*NAIA District 1 Decathalon, PLU
(men)
The flag-rippling 25 mph wind
pril 18, Sunday
coupled with 55 degree sunshine
GOLF
propelled Sweet through two
Bellingham personal-bests and a school
WWU Invitational
April 22 & 23, Thursday & Friday
record.
Whitworth, Pacific Lutheran
ote: • denotes away events.
and Puget Sound competed at the
Tomlinson field -oval last Thursday, April 8, in the first of three
Central Invitationals this spring.
Final score: Central 129, PLU 51,
Whitworth 50 and UPS 7.
Beaver's throw won by over
By G. SCOTT SPRUILL
The top two sprinters in the
four feet in a meet in which district, Sweet (11.l) and Whitof the Campus Crier
Freshman Roslyn Farrington Wildcat women faced competition worth's Scott Miller (10.8), settled
has been takiiig the shot put light- from Pacific Lutheran, Whitworth into the blocks, three lanes apart,
and Puget Sound.
for the 100 meters. At the gun, ly these days.
Miller was out first, but at 40
McCormick
qualified
for
Sheri
In the past three meets, she's
improved two feet each time out. regionals in her second sprint meters, Sweet inched ahead and
Last Thursday, April 8, Farr- race, the 100 meters. McCormick held it to the tape, winning in 10.8
ington heaved the 4 kilo shot dashed a personal-record 12.3 to Miller's 10.9.
Wildc~t Dennis Carda moved
before taking her second victory
40-3.5, the second-best in Region
Nine. The week before it was 38 in the 200. McCormick's 26.6 in the strongly in the last 30 meters to
feet and before that, 36. feet. half-lap is just off her season-best take third in a personal-best of
10.9. Kevin Proctor supported the
Another freshman, Lona Joslin, 26.4.
placed second with 37-10314.
Ellensburg freshman Julie impressive sprint showing by takLorna Beaver, already qualified Smith took seconds behind McCor- ing the second 100 meter heat in
for nationals in the javelin at micks wins in 13.0 and 27 .3 The 11.0. .
On this strength, Central's 400
141-8, threw 136-7 into a wicked women's track team will compete
meter
relay team of Carda, Procwind that dropped the spears ear- Saturday, Aril 17, in a home intor, Ernie Campbell and Sweet at
vitational. .
ly in their flight.
anchor easily won in 44.5. Carda
and Campbell returned in the 200
in 23.1 and 23.4, second and third
respectively.
After Sweet's sprint duty came
his speciality, the triple jump. In
the pit, Sweet met and soundly
suppressed another Whitworth
district leader.
Tommy Stewart entered the
competition
with a triple jump of
The Thomas Family T ;ee
48-4, over a foot longer than
PERSONAL
Sweet's season best. Stewart's
first jump landed at 47-6114. Sweet
TOUCH
answered the challenge, exploding off the board and parti.Iig
FAMILY
the sand at 49-7. The mark was a
TREE
personal-best, a school record and
qualified him for nationals in
PLAQUES
May.
The old triple jump record of

Women·tracksters
excel in local meet

Order now for
Mother's Day!

A Most
Unique And
Personalized
Gift of Love .

On to nationals

Photo by Tim Patri.ck

49-5 was held by Darrell Charles
in 1980.

-in 16:10.2.
Jon Torrence continued his fiml
grip on the district weight throws
In the longer races, Rob Schip:.
pers won a tbugh 800 in 1: 59.3 over with a double victory in the shot
put and discus. Torrence lifted the · ·
PLU's leeching Dean Stainbrook.
Schippers fought the wind from shot out to 48-6 and improved his
the start passing the 400 in :59, district-leading discus to 162-7.
Brian Frauenholtz launched a
Stainbrook a step behind.
season-best ,javelin throw taking
In the 150(), Central black was second with 181-6.
blinding. Ted Mittelsteadt nipped
Tom Morse cleared 6-2 to win
Dale King, both crossing the finish
the high jump and Dave Barta and
in 4:03.8, a personal-best for King.
Scott Londino unleashed personal".'
Just behind, Paul Harshman ran
bests in the hammer. Both threw
third in 4:04.9.
139-2 to place third and fourth
Bob Prather lowered his best in
behind Jim Jessering's stadium
the 3000 meter steeple-chase to
of 210-3.
record
9:40.4 taking · an easy 20 second
Central track ·action resumes
victory. Central runners swept the
Saturday, April 17, for another
firsUour places in the 5000 meters
Tomlinson Field Invitational.
with Scott Spruill taking the race

MAKE $12.200FOR COLLEGE.
WHILE lOU'REGOING
. TO COLLEGE.
Want a part-time job chat doesn't hurt your grades? Or campus life? Give your loeal Army Reserve unit
a weekend a month and acoupleofsummersduringcollege,and chey'llgiveyouover $12,000 for colle~e.
Up to $4,000 in college aid is yours just for joining most units. Another $6,000for four years ofmiuo
monthly weekends and two-week summer stints. Plus over$2,200that you'll earn during two summer
training periods. All while you 're getting the most qu t of college. And doing the most you can part-time
for your country.
·
Youaon't have to wait for college to join the Army Reserve. If you're 17 or older and a junior or senior
in high school, join us now! There's no better part-time job in town .
.
Interested? fur more infom1ation about the Army Reserve in chis area, call any of the telephone
numbers listed below.

~/

:Button Jewelers
1nJ

f O U' '

:Brioal Ureasures

925-6939

ARMY RESERVE.
BE ALL YOU CAN ·BE.
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'Cats split twin-bill
in dogfight with UW
By TED ZURCHER and TERRY ROSS
Of the Campus Crier

They fought like cats and dogs
all afternoon. As tradition has it,
the dog should come out ~m top.
But Tuesday afternoon, at
Tomlinson Field, the dog went
home surprised and humiliated as
the CWU Wildcats had just clawed
out an 11-7 baseball victory over
the University of Washington
Huskies. It was the first time in
six years the 'Cats had beaten the
Huskies.
The win came inthe second l.alf
of a twinbill that saw the defending Pac-10 North Division Champions defeat the Wildcats 16-11 in
the first game.
After the intermission, Central
carrie out fired up and built an early 10-2 lead. The 'Cats scored four
runs in the first inning and six in
the second. Jon Naranjo keyed the
early CWU attack when he belted
a three run homer in the first inning. Britt Stone smacked a three
run homer. his fourth of the

Cheerleader staff
tr o sched ded

·Duf fers stroke
their way to,.

season, to add fuel to Central's attack in the second inning. The
sluggers' leading RBI man, Jerry
Atamanchuk, drove in two runs to
complete the Wilcats' early scoring.
The Huskies came to within
three runs when their AllAmerican, Jeb Best, slugged a
three run homer to close the gap
to 10-7.
Bill Carlow rapped a home run
in the bottom of the sixth inning to
put the game away fo~ the 'Cats.
Tne first game, however, was a
totally different story for
the'Cats. Unfortunately, the outcome was a bit more traditional
as the dogs topped the 'Cats. The
Huskies jumped to an early 12-3
lead, with four unearned runs
con'.iing in the third inning.
,
The 'Cats retaliated by scoring
six runs in the same inning to
close the gap 12-9. Atamanchuk
kept his RBI streak alive by bringing in a run during Central's rally.
He has now batted in a run in 12
straight games. Twenty-one of his
RBI's have come in the past 12
games.
Washington's Best, who went 4
for 5 at the plate, smacked a home
run to right field to put the game
out of reach for the Wildcats.

Idaho Invite
CWU's golf team travels to
Moscow, Idaho, Thursday and
Friday to compete in the University of Idaho InvitationaL
The 54-hole tournament begins
Thursday with two rounds of 18.
The third round will be played Friday.
The 'Cats finished fourth in the
CWU fnvitational last week in
Yakima. Puget Sound won the
team title with a 751 total.
Western Washington finished se- ·
cond at 757. Eastern Washington
placed third with 798. CWU totaled
802 and Whitman was last with
803.
Dan Sullivan (Fr:, Redmond)
led CWU with a 155. Other CWU
scores: Mark Nelson (So., Del City, Okla.) 164, Joe Perdue (So.,
Bremerton-West) 159, C.D.
Hoiness (Jr., Longview) 164,
Allan Lacey 173.

I , ; ii?

Home run!
Over the weekend, CWU traveled to the Tri-Cities and split a double header with Eastern Oregon
College. The 'Cats
took the first contest 21-2 and were
downed 14-8 in the second game.

In the opener, Central was out in
front 7-0 after the, fourth inning.
Eastern Oregon scored two in the
fourth but the Wildcats scored 13
runs in the next two innings to put
the game out of reach.

By PATTI SANDWICK
of t>ie Cam:ius Crier

Saturday, April 17, will be thl
tryou•,s for Central'~
l9·l2 J3 Wiidcat Squad. The
tryout~~ wiil be from 9 a.m. to 5
p.rn. m Nichulson Pavilion and
\"ill indude some surprises never
r xnerienceli by a Central

a

ch~,erst<Jf

rh..:~rstaff.

During Lhe t.ryou, , thf'fe will be
an instructor from C<-i Hfornia here
t0 help with tllc series of
workshops thro(ighout the day.
C:ithy Smith, Lead cheerleader
at Oregon State University for two
years will be here to take the participa:1ts through a series of
aerobic dance, double stunt work,
'- i1eer
instruction
and
choreography demonstrations.
Smith is also a U.S. Class Tandem
Surfing Champion, model and accomplished dancer.
There have been some
noticeable changes in the past
. year involving the cheerstaff and
one of these has been the moving
of the responsibility of the
cheerstaff from Athletics to
Recreation. Also, the cheerstaff
has a new adviser, recreation
assistan:. Kathy Ellingson.
She has been responsible for
many of the new faces on the
cheerstaff, including the addition
of three men to the squad this
basketball season.
In addition, the team has been
practicing some st~t work which
was introduced this winter, all
choreographed by Ellingson, an·
acomplished tandem surf er from
Longbeach,Calif.
Another change has been tbe
funding for the staff. A majority of
their uniforms and travel was
donated by members of the
Wildcat- Booster Club to encourage more people to turn out.
Central's athletic programs
need your support - come up to
Nicholson Saturday, if not to participate, then at least to watch.
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EXPERIENC
THE HRILL
OF FLYING
Be an Air Force navigator.
Using highly sophisticated equipment, you'll be
responsible for directing your aircraft to its destinaion with pinpoint accuracy. You 'II have to be alert to
all aspe<;ts of flying and have a comprehensive
understanding of your aircraft and capabilities.
Our navigators are the best in the world. They
train in the finest facilities.
Just what kind of people are we looking for?
We're seeking capable young men and women who
_ can' rise to meet a challenge. We need people who
are leaders and decision makers. We're looking for
people who can remain cairn under p ressure and
make accurate split-second judgements. If this describes you, contact your
nearest Air Force recruiter. Ask about the challenging and rewarding future
you 'II have as an Air Force navigator. We have the experience yo u 're looking
for. Contact your Air Force recruiter today.

'67 Ford w/289 engine
Needs work
$100 Firm

Call Ed Hoffer Today!
925-6379

925-9560

A great woy

o! life.
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'Cats down St.Martins
By TED ZURCHER
Sports Editor

The CWU men's tennis squad split a pair of matches last weekend on
the Wildcats' home courts.
Central skWlked St. Martins College 7-0 Friday afternoon.
Winners for the Wildcats in singles competition were: Leroy Cruse
- 6-2,6-4; Mark Harrington 6-2,6-0; Barclay Owens 6-0,6-2; Paul Visaya
_ 6-0,6-1; and Ron Van Horn 6-0,6-0. In doubles, the team of Harrington-Van
Horn took care of their opponents with 6-0,6-2 scores.
The next day, after their impressive victory, the Wildcats wer~ blanked
by Eastern · Washington University 9-0. ·The loss dropped the netters'
record to 3-2 for the season.
Cruse is currently leading the team with a 4-1 singles record, while Textor is 3-1. Textor and Owens have the only winning record (3-2) in doubles
for the 'Cats.
The netters travel to Lacey on Saturday for a rematch with St. Martins
College.

'Run or the Wind' slate
showi g
-fo
By PATTI SANDWICK
Of the Campus Crier

}

.i

Now is the time to get in training for Ellensburg's annual 'Run
with the Wind' 10 kilometer race.
The race, scheduled for May 15,
is the highlight event of a day filled with workshops on physical
fitness, marathoning, women in
running, triathalons, stretching,
ultra-marathoning'and aerobic
dance. Dr. George Sheehan, a
marathoner and author will give a
lecture that evening.
Those interested in training for
the race are advised to follow
some basic guidelines.
First, ~heck with a doctor
before beginning. It 1s important

to know whether or not you have
high blood pressure or a similar
condition.
Next, get the right equipment.
For all that pounding you need a
shoe with cushion - good running
shoes are essential.
Start out slowly. Begin with
stretching exercises and then run
only a half-mile or so for the first
week. That's two times around the
track or six city blocks.
Set a schedule for yourself and
stick to it. It's wise to run one day
and take one day off.
Gradually work up distance as
you build endurance.
To enjoy ·getting -it:i condition
you have to be sensible about it.

SCHW&

Sheri McCormick breaks the tape with a regional-qualifying of 12.3 seconds in the 100 meter dash.

e

host at

Central's women netters were
dumped by identical 6-3 scores by
Walla Walla Community College
and Whitman College last week to
extend their losing streak to five
matche~.

Jonna Howard was the on!y victorious Wildcat in singles play
against Walla Walla with a 7-5,6-J
score.
Tami Hamilton and Howard
Wt?n 6-2,6-0 in their doubles match
and the team of Cheryl Shaw and
Maria Hendricksen defeated their
opponents 6-3,2-6,6-3.
Against Whitman, Hamilton
slamm'ed her opponent 4-6,6-1,6-3
for the only Central win in singles.

Hamilton and Howard won 6-4,6-;;,
.as Shaw and Hendricksen prevail-

ed 3-6,6-3,6-3.
Hamilton is leading the women
'Cats with a 5-5 record. Shaw cind
Hendricksen have a perfect 2-0
record in doubles.
Central hosts Green River Com munity College tomorrow and
travels to Eastern Washingtm ·
University Saturday for a match
with the University of Portland
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Jazz! jazz!
By MATT DELLER
of the Campus Crier

Jazz ... is love.
And indeed it is, to Central
musicians embarking on the 12th
Annual Jazz Tour this Monday.
Director John Moawad is taking
. his Jazz Band I and Vocal Jazz I
groups on a mission to show people on the other side of the
Cascades just what jazz is all
about.
Moawad, affectionately dubb. ed "Coach" by his students, is, as
usual, excited about this year's
groups. "I love my kids," he says.
"This year's people are among
the best I've ever taught."
The Central Jazz Band has been
dazzling West-Coasters for ·years.
Just last year the group swept the
West Coast Collegiate Jazz
Festival at Berkeley; Calif.,
taking top honors and now they
call themselves "the best in the
West.''
The Jazz Choir is a vocal director's dream - tight, swinging and
exciting. The group plans to
record a tape in May on the Music
Department's brand new eight-

Scooby-do-wah

channel, four-track portable
recording .equipment.
This year has been a learning
experience for Moawad and his
singers. They've been · using new
sound equipment where, in the
sixteen-voice choir, eight
microphones are set up - two people to a ptlc. "This results in a
very professional sound and people are noticing the difference,"
Moawad said.
What's interesting is that half of
the choir's repetoire for tour was
arranged by past and present Central students Kelly Kunz, Chris
Bruya, and Dave Aaberg.
Four numbers have been arranged by former graduate assistant Dave Barduhn, who directed
.the Jazz Choir last year.
The two groups are leaving for
Kent on April 19 to start things swinging at Kentwood Senior High
School. Then they move to Port
Orchard to entertain South Kitsap
Senior High.
On April -20, the tour members
go to North Kitsap Senior High.
Following that they travel to Bellingham to play at Meridian Senior
High School.
Heading up through British Col-

jazz!

umbia on April 21 they perform at
Abbottsford Senior and Junior
secondary schools.
Moawad, a 1959 graduate of
Central, has taught here for 12
years. Since .he came to Central,
his college jazz ensembles_ have
distinguished
themselves
throughout the nation. While in interscholastic competition, his jazz
groups have won first division
awards in 19 of 26 jazz festivals.
-Moawad's jazz groups have
quite an impressive past history.
His jazz band was declared best in
the Northwest in 1973. They subseq u en tl y performed at the
American College Jazz Festival in
Chicago, where they won the
Distinguished Performance
Award in the Big Band category.
The CWU Jazz Choir placed
first in the National Association of
Jazz Educators National Contest,
earning an invitation to perform
at the N.A.J.A. National Conven.,
tion in Dallas in January of 1978.
Coming up in May for the Jazz
Band and Choir will be the
quarterly Jazz Nite. Everything is
moving quickly for the groups as
they prepare themselves for a
busy spring.

Photo by Tim Patrick

Ie

Members of Central' s jazz choir rehearse for their upcoming tour. ·

•
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Ali Baba

Poof!?
By MARY AMESBURY

are beginning the rewrites on the
next."
Poof! The magic · of ."The_ · Production began with the conAdventure of Ali Baba" has left · cept that nothing in the script was
the minds of cwu faculty
cast in concrete. "We are now doing refining work, based on the exmembers Mary James and Jim
Hawkins andis being transformed
perienc~ in rehearsal. The final
into a reality for the stage,
script will be written after·the produ cti on and the tour are
scheduled to open April 22 in the
Tower Theatre and in Olympia
finished," said James.
"That's the fun thing about
April 26.
The creation of the script by working with Jim (Hawkins), he
James and Hawkins began with uses a lot of imagination and improvisation," commented Gary
research into the "Tales of a
Thousand Nights." It is a story of Garcia, one of the performers of
Ali Baba, a. young peasant ·boy in the show.
Neslie Mavioglu, also part of the
14th Century Egypt, who
discovers a magic <;ave fille4 with cast, added, "We have a lot of
the loot of- a band of cut-throat freedom of movement with the
thieves :
·dance and acting."
•
Dance, especially belly dancThe joint effort of James · and
Hawkins rested on one solid .rule ing, is a major part of -t he show.
Choreographer, Jon Mµeller,
and much imagination.
·"We agreed immediately that combined Middle Eastern intisic,
should our styles not be compati- a troupe of professional belly
ble, we would not-feel obligated to dancers (Shama Nada), and·CWU
continue," explained James, ad'." actors to create fluid dances ·and
ding that such an agreement was fast-paced action.
"It's kind of a ~ spectacle.
nece$sary for the succe8s of the
There's plenty of color, -movemonumental project.
Hawkins elaborated on the ment, and fantasy,.'' eXclaim~d
rewriting involved with the script, Christopher Comte, st.a,ge
"as we 'a re copying one script, we manager/
Of the Campus Crier
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Sale ends

Friday, April 16
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We've never had a more
scrumptious sale. Fresh, tropical
banana is on sale. Rich. thick chocolate. Juiey-red strawberry. Tangy pineapple. Cool and creamy DAIRY QUEEN®
soft serve. They're all on sale because
they're all part of our luscious Banana
Split. Now only o9· c. At your participating DAIRY QUEEN® store.
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;The reel view
By TAMI THEDENS
of the Campus Crier

There are no major stars in
"Heavy Metal," no catchy story
line-the film is as low budget as
possible. When animation is used,
there are no actors to pay. That
extra money is used to tie in some
rather prestigious rock 'n' rollers
with the movie.
"Heavy Metal" should be commended for itls originality and ef:. fort. Trying to be different in the
· film industry isn't easy. Writers
Dan Goldberg and Len Blum envisioned an animated series of fantasy pieces set to rock music.
1
Different, yes. Worth seeing, no.
The whole.problem with this film
i

Hours
Monday · Friday

6 a.m. - I 0:30 p.m.
Saturday
9 a.m. - 10:30 p·. m.
Sunday
9 a.m. - 9:30 p.m.

* Facilitles include:
-Indoor Tennis Ir Racquetball Courts
Special Student Rate

OPTIONS:
$60 (plus tax) for entire quarter
$25

M~nthly

No Yearly Membership Fees

3Vi miles east on Vantage Highway

9

Newphot 0
·trends
anytime exhibited at
If
Spurgeon
bi
Gallery
I

it's the music you want, you'll ·.
have to pay $13 for the soundtrack,
and hear the songs recorded
their entirety. You won't hea~
them during the film.
A few things did come out of
"Heavy Metal." Sammy Hagar's ' "New photographies," a unique
exhibit featuring the new trends of
rendition of the title song held the
photography, will be on display
number one spot on KCAT's top
April 19 through May 14 at Central's
· ten, and the magazine of the same
Sarah Spurgeon Gallery.
name might have upped its subThe brainchild of James
SGriptionrates, but the film is a
Sahlstrand, CWU art professor and
loser.
·
gallery
director,
"New
I prefer my animation in the
Photographies"
is
a
nationwide
form of Saturday morning caropen photo competition which goes
toons. After seeing this waste of
beyond conventional photography.
·celluloid, Bugs Bunny and the
This
year the tweJfth annual exRoadi-unner never looked so ood.
hibit will display more than 250
· KCA T • Central's resident rocker
works by 59 artists across the country.
l)I LOVE ROCK AND ROLL, Joan Jett and The Blackhearts
2)F ANTASY, Aldo Nova
According to Sahlstrand the ex3)HOLLYWOOD, Thin Lizzy
hibit will showcase the latest direc4)STILL IN SAIGON, Charlie Daniels Band
tions artists are taking, featuring
5)LUST TO LOVE, Go-Go's
techniques like multiple imagery,
6)KEEP ON FIGHTING, Frankie and the Knockouts
sculpture, silkscreens and three7)COMBAT ZONE, Brian Briggs
dimensional fabrications.
8)ClilNA WHITE, Scorpions
The exhibit is a nationally
9)DON'T LET lilM KNOW, Prism
Top I 0
recognized show, which has in past
lO)OLD DOGS, Girl
years been reviewed in Popular
Photography, Afterimage, and
Artweek
magazines._
MANDATORY _MEETING FOR FALL
"Heavy Metal" she's scantily
Clad, concerned only with sex, and
very well endowed. It's disgusting
to the point of being embarrassing. Who wants to watch cartoon
characters doing obscene thini!s?
Walt Disney would role over in
his grave.
The advertising for "Heavy
Metal" was misleading. Promoters knew they would draw a
crowd by mentioning rock big
shots like Journey, Sammy
Hagar, Blue Oyster Cult, and the
like. What is actually heard during the film is a far cry from the
complete cuts of the artist's hit.

QUARTER, 1982
STUDENT
TEACHERS & OPTlON C ENTRY
PHASE STUDENTS
April 27, 1982, 8: 30..11: 30 a.m.
Grupe Conference Center
Sign-up - Black Hall, April 19-23

for ulimited play
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Give me Bugsy
is its inconsistency. Some excellent animation is seen only to
be followed by a segment that
looked like a preschooler penned
it. ·
The same holds fo!' the individual stories. Then/ls one welldone feature of space ' and a
futuristic society, but parts of the
movie are insulting.
Like a woman and a computer
going to bed together and space
creatures snorting cocaine. It
becomes obvious by the end of the
film that the writers had no use
for women.
Ev~ry time a female is shown in

Central Wbshington University

Placements are still available for Student Teaching & Option
. C Entry Phase for the 1982-83 academic year (Fall '82, Winter
'83 and Spring '83).
Application deadline has passed;. however, we will accept
applications on a space available basis.

All entries are judged by a
screening committee of CWU
faculty and graduate students.
Prizes are not awarded to the artists; instead CWU's Art Guild, a
student art group funded by the
Associated Students of Central,
purchase some of the works for
future display in the Art building.
"New Photographies" is
available for free public viewing in
CWU's Randall Hall gallery from
8 :a.m. to 5 ;>.m. -Monday through
Friday. The g_rand opening will be
8 to 11/p.m. on April 19, when
refreshments will be served.

ENGi NEERING/SCI ENCE
MAJORS

Scholarships AVailable!

If you're a senior a~d have the promise of a $10,000 career~oriented job, American
Express would like to offer you the American Express® Card.
What are we?
Crazy} ,
.·
. . . ,_ . · ·.
No, confident. Confident of your futur{'.. :But even more tharrthat. We're
·
confident of you now. And we're proving it.'. ·
A $10;000 job promise. That's it. No strings. No gimmicks. And this offer is
even good for 12 months after you graduate.
. But why should you genhe American Express Card now? .
·.·Well, if y9li're planning a tripacros~_ country ; (?t' around the world, the
., . : Americai:it~.xpt~~ Card is a real help. ·Gt:t plane tickets with it.,~TP.en u5e it for · ·
· ·hotels a~dtestatirants all OV-erthe world/And,· if-you.sl;muld. need any.help while,··,
. ·you're away, jusi::go"to any American EX{Jress T.ravel ServiC¢;Office*,wherever you .
are-and the'Y'll help out·. ··
...
,
·
Of course~ . the.Card also helps you
.est~plish your credit history. And it's great
fofr'estaurants and ·shopping right at home.
So call 800~528-8000 for a Special
Student Application or look for one at your
college bookstore or on campus bulletin boards.
The American Express Card. Don't leave
school without it~M
I

Look (or an application on campus.
•Tra~I S.rvico Oflic<rni American

Express Comranv. irs sul'Sidiari•s. and !l.,preS<nta<iv.,,

()American Express Company. 1982.

H you're a sophomore, junior or senior
majoring in math, engineering or
physical sciences, the Navy has a program you·should know about.
It's called the Nuclear Propulsion Of·
ficer Candidate-College Program, and if
you qualify, you will receive a $3,000
bonus.immediately and earn as mu~h as
$1,000 ·a month right th~e>ugh your selii,or:
year. When you finish college, you'll.
receive an additional year of advanced ,
technical education . . . . and another .
",$3,000. cash bonus.
;. < · .· .' .. ·. · «,. /< -.
.: .:i'~,'/::·lt'·i~!i·: ea~y; only one :~f :s~ •ppli~•t.J.»·.
· )\tfil ·oo·~bosen. ·But if ·you makelt, y~~1Q .
-'_ · :~'bave . -qualified for a11 , elite enginer.:ilig .
· ~ainlDg ·.program, unequaled hand.s99n
respon~ibility, a $45,000 salary after · just:;:~:·:·.
four years and outstanding qualifica· ,··
tions ·for jobs in private industry.
. ·Ask your placement office to set up an
interview with a Navy repr~sentative
··when he visits the campus..
·
.H you prefer, call Lt. Scott Evans,col·
lect at 1-800-562-9092 now. Dare to be
among the best!

::f·
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Sweet music to Eric Roth's ears
By LEIGH CLIFTON
of the Campus Crier

A broad and well-tuned scale of
selections was offered to the
discerning concert-goer at the
Central Singers performance on
Wednesday, April 7.
"Jesu, Mein Freude," by
Joahnn Sebastian Bach, alterwas perhaps the most im- .
pressive in the program, performed both with respect and flair.
Possibly the two most interesting segments in the concert
were the South American folk
songs, by Harald Genzmer, and
the barbershop quartet. Dr. Eric
Roth,. director of the Singers,
translated and arranged the Genzmer pieces, which were originally
in German.

Immediately ·a fter the folk the group participation, getting to
songs, the choir took a break, and know people - he also mentioned
the CWU Midnight Barbershop · that a Singer must work outside of
Reading Society presented some class and said "Attendance is
well-balanced harmonies. The mandatory - you have to be
Society also performed during the there.''
March 30-April 1 Singers tour,
Ray Cunha, a junior working on
which covered Wenatchee, a Bachelor of Music degree, said
Spokane, Ritzville, Yakima, and "I've enjoyed the people in
Richland.
Singers the most. I appreciate the
Mike Jacobsen, a fifth year way Dr. Roth has tried to raise the
senior working on a Bachelor of professional expectations for the
Music degree, had this to say group."
about tour - "It's extremely inDave Walter, a semor working
tense - you go from seven in the on a Music Ed. degree, said that
morning to eleven at night with at the end of the tour he was "exbreaks for lunch and dinner. We
hausted." Asked why they go on
do it mostly to recruit high school tour at all, Walter said "Because
kids, secondarily to give the group
we love music," and mentioned
a chance to sing."
the cameraderie and friendship
About the smgers m general, within the choir. Jacobsen said
Walter said he likes the challenge, "Because it's required."

On the

quiet side
THE WEEKEND ATHLETE'S
FITNESS GUIDE by Peter
Verney. In addition to the instructions for warm-up exercises and
specific sports, the author provides several simple tests for new
athletes who may not be entirely _
ready for a full weekend of
· strenuous exercise. Numerous
drawings enhance this book's

usefttlness.
,_

·- ·· PICAROS, MADMEN, NAIFS;
~ND CLOWNS. by Willfam Riggan, Discusses dozens of novels
.and short stories written in the
first · person style. He notes that
. this type of narrator is often confu~ed with the author and readers
· tend to take literally the words of
~he narrator when irony, madness
~stupidity might more closely be
th\author's message.
.

N~W EARTllS: TRANSFORM. :iNG OTHER PLANETS. FOR
HUMANITY by James Oberg.
"Terraforming" is the subject of
this book; that is, making other
planets habitable for human colonization. The author admits that
this is not an immediate concern
but. one that "is worth investigating right now.'' Practical
·as .. well as philosophical considerations are discussed.

LIPSYNC CONTEST
Students of central, get
JUDGES
your act together for The
Judges will be selected by
University Store's First AnThe University store and
nual, campus-wide, Star
will, as a group, represent a
Studded, Lipsync contest!
cross ·section from cwu
Big prizes, Big fun, Big
students, faculty, and the
laughs are all going to IJe
Ellensburg community.
yours at 7 p.m. on May 5th Judgt ng Will toe . based upon
in McConnell Auditorium
contestants' chcfreography, .
when the really heavy
costume, ccismehcs, perfort'aie·nt w11'1 hif the ·stage to
sets.and/or props - ,_ ..
· pantomime their -favorite
with an emphasis. on
recording artists. oo you
. creative interpretation.
and I or your friends have
what it takes to go for the
gold? This contest will
definately separate the Pat
Benatars from the Wayne
Newtons!
·
·c et it together today with
either yourself or your
friends (either solo or "airbands" are o.k.' as long as
they are less than six persons> and get into The
University store to register
before the deadline of
April 28th.

, ma nee,

PRIZES
Are vou kidding? we·ve got
some killer pri2es for The
First Annual Lipsync contest. Winners will receive
gift certificates from The
University store for the
fGllOWing amounts:
.1st - $150 Gift certificate
2nd - $100 Gift Certificate
$75 Gift Certificate
4th - $50 Gift certificate
5th - $25 Gift -C ertificate

3rd -

· ·· DEEP ·· cov·ER:: AN ' FBI
AGENT . INFILTRATES THE
RADICAL UNDERGROUND.A
hippy-agent describes his years of
surveillance and ihformationgathering of the Weathermen and
other radical groµps on the West
Coast. Considerable information
about the inner workings of the
Federal Bureau of Investigation
under J, Edgar Hoover is also included.
HIGH-RETURN, LOW-RISK
INVESTMENT: COMBINING
MARKET TIMING, STOCK
SELECTION AND CLOSED-END
FUNDS.Minimizing risk without
"academic theories" is the aim of
·· the author who promises to pro. vide . the ·reader with techniques
for successf~ ·investing. Many
standard economic . terms and
concepts ·are explW?ed too.
•

•
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.· . VIRG.JNIA WOOLF'S 'THE
YEARS': THE..EV.OLUTION OF
": A;•N(lVELiby G~ace·· Radin: Radin
~;:~;tFac~ · the, fh~e:.yeai; dev~l()pment·
: :~: of'.·Waolf' S. last{n9v.el, ·The Y;ears.
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GET THE SKINNY, A six-week. music workshop for those who are
behavior modification workshop · interested in working with young
on how to control the munchies children.
began Wednesday, April 14.
The workshop will be in Hebeler
Another class will be Thursday, Saturday, April 17. Registration
April 15. The Wednesd~y class begins at 9:30 a.m. followed by the
will be from 3 to 4 p.m. each week, 1 program at 10 a.m. Central
and the Thursday class hours are Washington Associatfon for the
3:30 to 4:30 p.m. For more infor- Education of Young Children
mation call the Student Health I 1members will be admitted free.
Center, 963-1881.
· There is a $5 fee for non-members.

Central Washington University

FASHION MERCHANDISING
the exam, students must have
completed English 101 with a STUDENT ASSOCIATION will
grade of B or better, or they must meet April 21 at 7 p.m. in Room
have been exempted from taking 214 of the SUB. All fashion merthey are chandising majors and interested
English 101, and
students are welcome. For infor· matriculated in Spring 1982.
.
Students must register wil the mation call 925-2516.
departmental secretary (L&L
423) by May 10 at 12 p.m. Identification is required.

Thursday, April 15, 1982 -

Placement Center news

THE ANTHROPOLOGY STUKIDS NIGHT OUT, AN evening DENT ASSOCIATION will sponFIFTH AVENUE CENTE;l.l, A of child care from 6-10 p.m. at sor an all day bake sale in the Inlocal social service organization, , Hebeler, will be every Friday : structional .Building Thursday, ·
will sponsor a "Benefit Boogie" night of spring quarter. Kids April 22.
Sunday, April 18 at the Holiday Night Out is for .kids from 5-10
DO YOU RECEIVE YOUR
Inn from 7:30 p.m. to 1:30 a.m. years of age. The · program cost,
mail? All students should have
Greasewood, Lucky Pierre, Moon- which includes supervision,
their correct addresses on file.
dance, Pretender, and Opus are games, snacks, music, movies,
Any changes made between
the bands scheduled to play. arts and crafts, stories, etc. is
registration and the final three
Tickets are $2 per person and may $2.25 for CWU students, staff and
weeks of the quarter should be
be purchased at the door.
faculty, and $3.25 for the
reported to the Registrar's Office.
Ellensburg Community. For inNo changes can be made after
THE
WORK
FORCE formation call University RecreaMay 25.
REFORESTATION Inc., will be tion at 963-3512.
on campus Friday, April 23, to inMARIJUANA? IS IT A problem
) terview students interested in
for you? Are you burned-out, havCWU CHEERSTAFF
summer employment on forest TRYOUTS WILL be Saturday, ing trouble keeping academics up,
lands in the Pacific Northwest. April 17, from 9 a.m.-5 p.m. in finding yourself in th~ routine of
The jobs include tree planting, Nicholson Pavilion. The workshop
getting "high" too much? ~Your're
thinning trees, clearing. slash will include aerobic dance,
not alone, for several students at
from fire hazard areas and con- double-stunt work, cheer instruc- Central, MARIJUANA is a prostructing firelines and other tions, and choreography
blem. If.you are looking for alterrelated work. Pay is $6 per hour, demonstrations. For applications
natives and seek support, the
and living arrangements will be in or inform~tion call University
Marijuana Abuse Program offers
- a camp environment. Interested Recreation, 963-3512.
. a weekly support group for
students can sign up in Barge
students seeking change. The
Hall, Room 205.
AN ENGLISH 301 EXEMP- group is run for students by
TION examination will be Tues- students; no religious affiliations.
Check us out, is it time for a
DIANE BRUNENGO, EDUCA- day, May 11from9 a.m. to 12 p.m.
change? Contact Dave Towe in
the
Language
and
Literature
TION DffiECTOR for Yakima
963-3012 or Ken Briggs - 963-2481.
Valley Head Start, will present a Building, Room 415. To qualify for

NATIONAL DIRECT STUDENT LOAN RECIPIENTS in their last
;quarter at Central must make an appointment for an exit interview. Call
the Office bf Student Accounts 3-3546 or go to the second floor of Mitchell
Hall.
1982-83 FINANCIAL AID APPLICATIONS
· Applications for financial aid for 1982-83 are still available in the Office
of Financial Aid, BargeHall 206. Priority date for submission was March
12, 1982. Applications received after the deadline will receive full consideration based on availability of funds after awards have been made to
"on tiµle" applicants.
SUMMER FINANCIAL AID
Applicants Ifor summer quarter financial aid may be picked up on or
after April 15 in the office of Financial Aid, 206 Barge Hall. To qualify for
sununer financial aid, applicants must have been a financial aid recipient Spring Quarter, 1982, at Central. The deadline for submission of aid
applications to the Office of Financial Aid is April 28, 1982.
SCHOLARSHIP INFORMATION
Information is available at the Office of Financial Aid, Room 207C
Barge Hall, for the following scholarships:
THE FASHION GROUP, INC. OF SEATTLE
Deadline May 10, 1982

Amount: $1000

SEQUIM-DUNGENESS HOSPITAL GUILD OF CLALLAM COUNTY
Must be at least Junior status
Amount: $500
FOUNDATION FOR CHICANO EDUCATION
Deadline May 14, 1982

IN Ti~Acr

HoRTON

YEA RIGHT. IVE
MOVED FROM TH~
CONG-RffTUL!ITtONS

I

fF
(Af'\Pl.l$ LIFE

A STEP BEYOND SCIENCE FICTION.

April 15 3, 7 & 9:30 p.m. SUB Theater Admission: $2
J.~OE

TEREDCRIFT.

GRADUATION LI NE ...

.r.r~=-\.

i

I

Amount: $500

Comics

Special sound syste"!' donated by:

11

ATTENTION CAR OWNERS.
THE First Annual Marketing Club
Road-Rally will be Sat., April 17.
Trophies and prizes will be awarded to participants at a party after
the rally. For information, call
Rick, 925-2627 .

... TO THE

UNEMPLOYMENT LINE

\
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The Wiz
500-mile bike t rip

turns out to be
lourneyto Oz
By CAROLYN LEHMANN
Of the Campus Crier

Cy~ling the Yellow

Brick _Road

1

The -biking adventures of (I. to r.) Roger Howell, Lucin da Conijn, Alice Smids and Steve Henderson during a
500-mile statewide trip nearly paralleled those of Dorothy and her friends in "The Wizard of Oz."

Dorothy Gale of the "Wizard of
Oz" has been cloned.
, Of course, the resemblance isn't
exact. Her look-alike doesn't tie
his neatly combed beard into
pigtails, he sings "Over the Rainbow'' a bit Under the Weather and
he traded in the checked gingham
dress for blue sweats.
Other than that, though,
sophomore Steve Henderson and
Darling Dorothy are practically
twins. Like Dorothy, Steve had a
dream: a 500-mile bike trip
around the state over spring vacation.
And like Dorothy, he shared the
yellow brick (grey asphalt)
highway with three others - Central students Lucinda Conijn,
Roger Howell and Alice Smids.
"He (Steve) said he wanted to
take a little 'short' one of 500
miles, and I said 'sure!' " Alice

recalled. "But then I got to thinking ... "
· Lucinda didn't have a chance to
think; she agreed to try the
"short" trip. "When I found out it
was 500 miles, I almost croaked,''
she remembered.
But she didfl't, and Friday,
March 26 the four hopped to.it or rather, on it - and headed
toward Vantage. "The wind just
blew us right out of here,"
Dorothy ... er, Steve ... said, adding that they reached speeds of
more than 40 mph with the wind at
their backs.
Hmm, almost like a tornado?
They even met a munchkin. She
was cleverly disguised in the form
of a 3-year-old girl. At least, they
. think she was 3.
When Steve asked her, she held
up three fingers and proudly announced "two." Steve replied by
holding up two fingers and asking
"three?"
The game continued witil the
miniature mathematician and her
malicious mentor agreed on three
fingers for three years.
"I never knew Steve was such a
smartass," Lucinda said with a
chuckle.
In the course of the journey, the
four never encountered the Wicked Witch of the West, but they did
meet the Good Witch of the North, (
in Soap Lake. Without a place to
stay for the evening, the four
weary travelers bundled into a
phone booth and tried to call a
church.
"That phone doesn't work," a
passerby called out to them. Then,
intrugued by the sweaty cyclists
. and their laden bikes, she asked
what they were doing. After they
told her, she invited them to spend
the evening at her home.
"It was great," Lucinda bubbled. "Roger slept on a waterbed
and I slept on a comfortable sofa
and we had blue pancakes for
breakfast.''
Blue pancakes?
Blue pancakes, thanks to a drop
or two of food coloring, Alice explained.
What better fare for four redfaced . bicy~lists booking down the
yellow brick road on the way to
Emerald City . .. er, Colville?
"We were fed so well," Lucinda
added. "Some people would give
us things to take along with us.
Like this one lady, she gave us a
cake. We were· so hungry one time
we ate it for breakfast."
Nutritious or not, what.they ate
was burned off by their 64-mile
average of biking a day, according to Roger, an avid jogger as
well as biker. While the other
three were setting up camp for the
evening, Roger burned a 3-5 mile
trail through the surrounding
countryside.
The yellow brick road and
Highway 12 don't go on forever,
though, and neither did spring (
break. Nine bookless days on
bikes go by very quickly, the four .
discovered.
Dorothy's ruby slippers taught
her that "There's no place like
home," but what about the four
biker hikers and their forlorn tennis shoes?
"It was kind of a letdown getting back," Steve mused. "I want
to jump back on the bike and get
going again.''
And why not? Tornado season
c_
isn't that far away.

